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Taylor Swift: The Story of MeScholastic Inc.
The full story of Taylor Swift’s stratospheric rise to fame; all any dedicated Swifty needs to know about the pop superstar who’s taking over the world.
(Ukulele). Custom uke arrangements with lyrics of 20 of Swift's best so far, including: Back to December * Fearless * Fifteen * Love Story * Mean * Mine * Speak Now * The Story of Us
* Teardrops on My Guitar * Today Was a Fairytale * White Horse * You Belong with Me * and more.
Encyclopaedic in its scope, this is the ultimate tribute to the life and music of Taylor Swift. No need for glossy images here, the narrative says it all - a chronological account of her
mercurial rise to fame; the stories that inspire the songs; an in-depth look at those much-publicised battles with the media, music industry and fellow artists, and all recounted with
well-chosen words from the artist herself and dozens of others who have played a part in her incredible story. Put together, we have the definitive record. If not already a fan,
reading this may very well change your opinion. "I really do try to be a nice person...but if you break my heart, hurt my feelings, or are really mean to me, I'm going to write a song
about you" This is how Taylor Swift once explained the meaning behind one of her earliest songs. Never one to mince her words when it comes to sharing her thoughts, she has
achieved legendary status in the music world with a career built largely on her personal feelings, ever since the day one particular teenage boy made her cry. Now barely into her
third decade, her songs have taken her fans on an emotional journey that encompasses both the elation of young love and the heartbreak of fallen relationships. As always, fame
courts controversy, and Taylor has had her fair share - long-standing feuds with fellow artists; harrowing claims of sexual harassment; deeply personal accusations over her own
authenticity, and those headline-making, all-too public breakups with a catalog of celebrity lovers - all subjects covered in detail within these pages. This book strips away the
sometimes-mythical veneer of superstardom and lays bare the real Taylor as the songwriting genius she was born to be; a young woman who, after all, is as human as the rest of us,
doing amazing things as well as making incredible gaffes. But with dogged determination and staying true to herself, she has been able to drive her own destiny. Love her or hate
her (maybe, better to love her), she has inspired a generation of young fans across the globe, not only with her music, but with heartfelt words of wisdom. Taylor's girl-next-door
public image remains intact, at least for now, and she stands firm by one of her own mantras: "No matter what happens in life, be good to people. Being good to people is a
wonderful legacy to leave behind". For a simple good lesson in life, that ain't bad.
The Incredible Story of Her Rise from Country Singer to Global Icon ; 100% Unofficial
Taylor Swift: The Whole Story FREE SAMPLER
Dream Accomplished
The Whole Story
In Her Own Words

A book about Taylor. Made with love. By fans. For fans. “Delightful...A rich and exhaustive production...Swifties have gotten their bible.”
—The New Yorker Ten years ago, an unknown sixteen-year-old released a self-titled debut country album. A decade later, Taylor Swift has
reached record-breaking, chart-topping heights. A ten-time Grammy winner, Swift has been hailed for her songwriting talent, crossed
effortlessly from country to pop, and established herself as a musician who can surprise, delight, and inspire, all while connecting with her
fans in a way that only she can. Amazingly, after all these years, there is no great, comprehensive book about Swift for her fans. Until now.
This book, a fan-generated celebration of Swift’s first decade as an artist, collects the best writing and images from the past ten years in
one gorgeous volume. From prefame interviews with Swift in local Pennsylvania newspapers to major profiles in The New Yorker and Rolling
Stone; from album reviews by top critics such as Robert Christgau, Sasha Frere-Jones, and Ann Powers to essays by beloved novelists like
Maggie Shipstead; from Tavi Gevinson’s classic ode to Swift in The Believer to Q&As with Chuck Klosterman and humorous analysis from
McSweeney’s and The Hairpin; from album-themed crossword puzzles and adult coloring pages to profiles of Taylor’s biggest fans; from an
excerpt of the soon-to-be-published novel Taylor Swift: Girl Detective to a “book within a book” of Swift’s most inspiring quotations titled
(naturally) The Tao of Tay, this book is the vital collection of all things Taylor. Here, finally, is the must-have book for every Swiftie
and every music lover. For, as Klosterman wrote in GQ, “If you don’t take Swift seriously, you don’t take contemporary music seriously.” *
This book is a tribute to Taylor Swift, but she was not involved in its creation. *
This beautifully designed book tells the story of Taylor Swift, one of America's biggest stars.
Taylor Swift 2021 Taylor Swift: The Ultimate Fan Book 2021 is the latest Taylor Swift book on Amazon -- fully updated in 2021 to include the
latest facts and trivia about your favorite superstar. It is the fun-filled must-have book for every Taylor Swift fan. In this Taylor Swift
book you'll find amazing Taylor Swift biography facts and quotes as well as a Taylor Swift quiz to test your knowledge of the superstar
herself! The author has put together some of the best facts about Taylor Swift, many of which will surprise you! Taylor Swift Quiz Who is
Taylor currently dating? How old was Taylor when she moved to Nashville? Who is Taylor's BFF from high school? What is the breed of Taylor's
cat Benjamin Button? You'll have the chance to answer these questions and over 100 more in the Ultimate Taylor Swift Fan Book. How many do
you know the answer to? Taylor Swift Quotes Read some of Taylor's best quotes, including what she really thinks about love and some tips for
happiness! Taylor Swift Facts As well as playing a role in the movie Cats, she cowrote the film's main song. Taylor Swift has a private jet
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worth $40 million Taylor rode horses competitively until she was 12 years old. These are just some of the interesting Taylor Swift facts
you'll find in the book. So if you're a true Swiftie, grab this book today. Or, treat your Taylor Swift loving friend or family member to the
Taylor Swift: Ultimate Fan Book 2021. Ideal for Swifties of all ages and makes for the perfect Christmas present! **Bonus Taylor Swift word
search puzzle included in the print version.**
With albums and singles that head straight to the top of the pop and country music charts and a shelf full of awards, Taylor Swift was
Billboard's number one selling artist across all genres in 2008 - and all before she turned twenty. With her self - titled debut album in
2006, Taylor Swift rose to fame on the strength of her confessional - style songwriting on hits like "Tim McGraw," and her sophomore album
Fearless spent longer at number one than any album had in a decade. Taylor Swift: The Unofficial Story provides fans with the first detailed
biography of the young star: from her childhood in Pennsylvania to her early days trying to land a record deal by personally dropping off
demos at Nashville record companies to the failed deal that ultimately lead Taylor to her current label - and international fame. Full of
colour photos, the book details Taylor's songs, albums, and tours; her family, friends (like Miley Cyrus, Kellie Pickler, and Demi Lovato),
and boyfriends (including the Jonas Brothers' Joe); her musical influences, duets, famous performances, acting gigs (on CSI and in
Valentine's Day), and future plans. Taylor Swift: The Unofficial Story gets to the heart of this fearless young woman and her rise to the top
of the music industry.
This Is Our Song
The Ultimate Taylor Swift Fan Book 2020: Taylor Swift Facts, Quiz and Quotes
The Story of Taylor Swift
Easy Piano
A Story of Cancer, a Mother's Love and Taylor Swift

In her hilarious book of essays, Parks and Recreation star Retta shares the stories that led to her success in Hollywood. In So Close to Being the Sh*t, Y’all Don’t Even Know,
Parks and Recreation star Retta takes us on her not-so-meteoric rise from roaches to riches (well, rich enough that she can buy $15,000 designer handbags yet scared enough
to know she’s always a heartbeat away from ramen with American cheese). Throwing her hard-working Liberian parents for a loop, Retta abandons her plan to attend med school
after graduating Duke University to move to Hollywood to star in her own sitcom—like her comedy heroes Lucille Ball and Roseanne. Say what? Word. Turns out Retta might
actually be on to something. After winning Comedy Central’s stand-up competition, she should be ready for prime time—but a fear of success derails her biggest dream. Whether
reminiscing about her days as a contract chemist at GlaxoSmithKline, telling “dirty” jokes to Mormons, feeling like the odd man out on Parks, fending off racist trolls on Twitter,
flirting with Michael Fassbender, or expertly stalking the cast of "Hamilton," Retta’s unique voice and refreshing honesty will make you laugh, cry, and laugh so hard you’ll cry. Her
eponymous sitcom might not have happened yet, but by the end of So Close to Being the Sh*t, you’ll be rooting for Retta to be the next one-named wonder to take over your
television. And she just might inspire you to reach for the stars, too.
(Piano Solo Personality). Piano solo arrangements of 15 of Taylor's biggest hits: Back to December * Fearless * Fifteen * Love Story * Mean * Mine * Our Song * Picture to Burn *
Should've Said No * Sparks Fly * Speak Now * The Story of Us * Teardrops on My Guitar * White Horse * You Belong with Me.
(Easy Piano Personality). Taylor Swift was the top-selling artist of 2008, and the first in the history of Nielsen SoundScan to have two different titles in the Top 10 on the year-end
album chart. Our matching folio to this smash CD features easy piano arrangements of the crossover hit single "Love Story" and a dozen more: The Best Day * Breathe * Change
* Fearless * Fifteen * Forever & Always * Hey Stephen * Tell Me Why * The Way I Loved You * White Horse * You Belong with Me * and You're Not Sorry, plus a special full-color
photo section.
Presents the life and career of the country singer, offering insight into her personal relationships and influences, in an edition updated to chronicle her recent successes.
A Life in Music
Taylor Swift Facts, Quiz and Quotes
The Life, Loves and Music of a Global Sensation
Every Day Is a Fairytale: the Unofficial Story

INCLUDES EXCLUSIVE BONUS CHAPTER: The Wit and Wisdom of Taylor Swift The first 2 chapters from the full story of Taylor Swift’s stratospheric rise to fame;
all any dedicated Swifty needs to know about the pop superstar who’s taking over the world.
Meet Zesty Tastee, flamboyant gay playboy and heir to the Tastee Corporationfortune. That's what the world knows of him, but Zesty is also Magpie,
thecorporate saboteur who fights against his father's corrupt business practices.Zesty's evil tycoon dad is out to destroy an entire rainforest, and he's joinedup
with a mysterious sect of ninjas to help keep 'Magpie' from interfering.Prince Ander is the sect agent on the case and Zesty has love at first sight forthis dreamy
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ninja master. Zesty can't understand why anyone as noble as Princewould ever work with his father. His mission is to find out the secret of therain forest, and
win Prince's heart in the process!
Get inside the head of one of the most influential musicians of our time with this collection of her most inspiring and revealing quotes. The quotations in this
book have been carefully curated from Taylor Swift’s numerous public statements—interviews, op-eds, social media posts, and more. It’s a comprehensive
picture of her meteoric rise to the top, her ever-savvy business sense, and her increasingly forthright perspective on the music world and beyond. Swift’s
catchy, chart-topping songs have propelled her to become one of the bestselling musicians of all time. But in the more than fifteen years she’s been making
music, she has also amassed enough power to buck the norms of an industry notorious for controlling the images of its often very young female artists. She’s
stood up for herself and for other artists, championing their rights to fair royalties, and inspired tens of thousands of fans to register to vote. Swift’s
achievements have earned her spots on both Forbes’s Most Powerful Women and Time’s 100 Most Influential People lists. Now, for the first time, you can find
her most inspirational, thought-provoking quotes in one place.
What would Taylor do? Songwriting genius, poised performer, warm-hearted friend-we'd all love to be a bit more like Taylor Swift. This brilliant guide will show
you how. Whether it is standing up for yourself and your friends, opening your heart to love, or refusing to let others write your reputation, these life lessons
will help you shake off your troubles and become folklore for Swifties everywhere. Containing advice on love, friendship, overcoming fears, being yourself, and
finding creative inspiration, Be More Taylor Swift is the perfect gift for Taylor Swift fans.
So Close to Being the Sh*t, Y'all Don't Even Know
Taylor Swift: the Ultimate Unofficial Taylor Swift Fan Book 2021
Really Easy Piano: Taylor Swift
Why I Sued Taylor Swift
Fearless Advice on Following Your Dreams and Finding Your Voice
Taylor Swift is an American singer-songwriter. One of the world's leading contemporary recording artists, she is known for narrative songs about her
personal life, which have received widespread media coverage. Born and raised in Pennsylvania, Swift moved to Nashville, Tennessee at the age of 14 to
pursue a career in country music. She signed with the label Big Machine Records and became the youngest artist ever signed by the Sony/ATV Music
publishing house. Her 2006 self-titled debut album peaked at number five on the Billboard 200 and spent the most weeks on the chart in the 2000s. The
album's third single, "Our Song," made her the youngest person to single-handedly write and perform a number-one song on the Hot Country Songs chart.
Swift's second album, Fearless, was released in 2008. Buoyed by the success of pop crossover singles "Love Story" and "You Belong with Me," Fearless
became the best-selling album of 2009 in the US. The album won four Grammy Awards, with Swift becoming the youngest Album of the Year winner. Swift was
the sole writer of her 2010 album, Speak Now. It debuted at number one in the United States and the single "Mean" won two Grammy Awards. Her fourth
album, Red (2012), yielded the successful singles "We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together" and "I Knew You Were Trouble." For her fifth album, the popfocused 1989 (2014), she received three Grammys, and became the first woman and fifth act overall to win Album of the Year twice. Its singles "Shake It
Off," "Blank Space," and "Bad Blood" reached number one in the US, Australia, and Canada. The 2015 concert tour for 1989 became one of the highestgrossing of the decade. Swift's sixth album, Reputation (2017) and its lead single "Look What You Made Me Do" topped the UK and US charts; with the
former, she became the first act to have four albums sell one million copies within one week in the US. As a songwriter, Swift has received awards from
the Nashville Songwriters Association and the Songwriters Hall of Fame, and was included in Rolling Stone's 100 Greatest Songwriters of All Time in
2015. She is also the recipient of 10 Grammys, six Guinness World Records, one Emmy Award, 23 Billboard Music Awards, and 12 Country Music Association
Awards. Swift is one of the best-selling music artists of all time, having sold more than 40 million albums-including 27.8 million in the US-and 130
million single downloads. She has appeared in Time's 100 most influential people in the world (2010 and 2015), Forbes' top-earning women in music
(2011-2015), Forbes' 100 most powerful women (2015), and Forbes Celebrity 100 (2016). Her inclusion in the third of these made her the youngest woman on
the list, and she ranked first in Celebrity 100.
Talented and gorgeous, Swift is no stranger to winning awards, from Academy of Country Music Awards to Grammys, with massive hits such as We Are Never
Ever Getting Back Together . Stunning pictures and inspirational text tell the remarkable story of Taylor Swift in this updated, unofficial biography."
A quick read for anyone who wants to know a little more about the most incredible, talented superstar of her generation. Former country music sensation
Taylor Swift is one of the most accomplished singer/songwriters to storm the charts. Talented and gorgeous, Swift is no stranger to winning awards, from
Academy of Country Music Awards to Grammys, her enormous popularity amongst the country music scene has allowed her to cross over into popular music
with hits such as ‘We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together’, ‘I Knew You Were Trouble’, 'Shake it Off', 'Look What You Made Me Do' and her latest album
Evermore, not to mention her re-recordings of her masters, the latest being Red (Taylor's Version). Fascinating text tells the remarkable story of this
inspirational and phenomenal performer.
The world's most popular pop star moonlights as a Girl Detective in THE SECRETS OF THE STARBUCKS LOVERS--a thrilling and illustrated tale that depicts
the hilarious (and high fashion) hijinks that ensue when Taylor Swift: Girl Detective takes on the case of a struggling actress receiving threatening
messages on her skinny mochas. Set against the glamorous backdrop of New York City (and even Brooklyn) there is no shortage of intrigue, love interests,
sisterhood, and Starbucks jokes in this captivating caper.
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Where the Crawdads Sing (Movie Tie-In)
Best of Taylor Swift (Songbook)
Taylor Swift The Brightest Star
The Platinum Edition
The Story of Me

Taylor Swift is one of the world's most idolized stars and this gift set is packed with facts about the superstar. This beautifully designed book tells the story of Taylor Swift, one of America's
biggest stars. When Taylor Swift's fourth full-length album 'Red' sold 1.2 million copies in autumn 2012, it was her second consecutive album to top a million in its debut week. The daughter of
an investment banker, she emerged from a small town in Pennsylvania to become a star by sheer force of will. Her girl-next-door image was no pretence, but her most impressive achievement
was crossing over from the country market and making inroads on the mainstream charts. This small-town girl with the big talent has become America's sweetheart and seems set to remain
so. Included in this high-quality gift pack are 6 free 10 x 8 prints.
A book about Taylor. Made with love. By fans. For fans. Ten years ago, an unknown sixteen-year-old released a self-titled debut country album. A decade later, Taylor Swift has reached
record-breaking, chart-topping heights. A ten-time Grammy winner, Swift has been hailed for her songwriting talent, crossed effortlessly from country to pop, and established herself as a
musician who can surprise, delight, and inspire, all while connecting with her fans in a way that only she can. Amazingly, after all these years, there is no great, comprehensive book about
Swift for her fans. Until now. This book, a fan-generated celebration of Swift’s first decade as an artist, collects the best writing and images from the past ten years in one gorgeous volume.
From prefame interviews with Swift in local Pennsylvania newspapers to major profiles in The New Yorker and Rolling Stone; from album reviews by top critics such as Robert Christgau,
Sasha Frere-Jones, and Ann Powers to essays by beloved novelists like Maggie Shipstead; from Tavi Gevinson’s classic ode to Swift in The Believer to Q&As with Chuck Klosterman and
humorous analysis from McSweeney’s and The Hairpin; from album-themed crossword puzzles and adult coloring pages to profiles of Taylor’s biggest fans; from an excerpt of the soon-to-bepublished novel Taylor Swift: Girl Detective to a “book within a book” of Swift’s most inspiring quotations titled (naturally) The Tao of Tay, this book is the vital collection of all things Taylor.
Here, finally, is the must-have book for every Swiftie and every music lover. For, as Klosterman wrote in GQ, “If you don’t take Swift seriously, you don’t take contemporary music seriously.”
* This book is a tribute to Taylor Swift, but she was not involved in its creation. *
(Big Note Personality). Big-note arrangements of a dozen top tunes from this crossover sensation: Fearless * Fifteen * Forever & Always * Hey Stephen * Love Story * Our Song * Picture to
Burn * Should've Said No * Teardrops on My Guitar * White Horse * You Belong with Me * You're Not Sorry.
"You have cancer". Those words changed my life. After I heard them, all I could think was, "My daughter's only 8". It just overwhelmed me. "How many dreams would I be able to help her
make come true?" This book is the true story of my cancer journey. I've written it to say thank you to singer, Taylor Swift, and to help and inspire others as they, too, battle cancer or invisible
illness.
Taylor Swift - Fearless (Songbook)
Taylor Swift biography: TAY - The Taylor Swift Story
Taylor Swift: The Story of Me
Issue #10
From the Heart

Taylor Swift has grown from country's darling to America's sweetheart! Taylor Swift has been a music superstar since she was a teenager, but now she is doing even more! When she's not selling
out arenas, Taylor is making a name for herself in fashion, cosmetics, and even movies. Learn about Taylor's life and work in this awesome book full of pictures and fun facts! Includes nail
stickers!
Taylor Swift's rise to global stardom, retold for young readers. This is the story of Taylor Swift's amazing journey to become a pop icon. Find out how a young girl from Pennsylvania grew up to
become one of the bestselling music artists of all time. This retelling of Taylor Swift's story is perfect for young fans to learn about the early life of a music legend, and relive her incredible rise to
fame. Discover a world where dreams really do come true!
Taylor Swift 2020 Taylor Swift: The Ultimate Fan Book 2020 is the latest Taylor Swift book on Amazon -- fully updated in October 2019 to include the latest fun facts and trivia about your
favorite superstar. It is the fun-filled must-have book for every Taylor Swift fan. In this Taylor Swift book you'll find amazing Taylor Swift biography facts and quotes as well as a Taylor Swift
quiz to test your knowledge of the superstar herself! The author has put together some of the best facts about Taylor Swift, many of which will surprise you! Taylor Swift Quiz Who is Taylor
currently dating? How old was Taylor when she moved to Nashville? Who is Taylor's BFF from high school? What is the breed of Taylor's cat Meredith? You'll have the chance to answer these
questions and over 100 more in the Ultimate Taylor Swift Fan Book. How many do you know the answer to? Taylor Swift Quotes Read some of Taylor's best quotes, including what she really
thinks about love and some tips for happiness! Taylor Swift Facts Taylor loves buying vintage style iPhone cases Taylor Swift has a private jet worth $40 million Taylor is scared of driving. These
are just some of the Taylor Swift facts you'll find in the book. So if you're a true Swiftie, grab this book today. Or, treat your Taylor Swift loving friend or family member -- the Taylor Swift:
Ultimate Fan Book 2017 is ideal for Swifties of all ages and makes for the perfect Christmas present! **Bonus Taylor Swift word search puzzle included**
With 128-pages of full-color photos, Taylor Swift: Love Story is a celebration of Taylor's beginnings and rise to celebrity status. The book goes beyond the headlines to find the real story of her
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own Love Story, and how she keeps it real with her group of BFF's. Swift's songwriting skills are explored from where she finds inspiration to who has influenced her music. An there is a whole
chapter on Taylor's Look. It takes a look at her unique fashion sense from boots, to hair, to her favorite beauty tips.
Taylor Swift for Ukulele
A Novel
And How I Became Falsely Known As Frivolous, Litigious and Crazy
Every Day Is a Fairytale, the Unofficial Story (Large Print 16pt)
A Biography

Chronicles the life of the country musician, looking at her successful singing career and her off-stage pursuits, which include acting, fashion design, and charity work.
Profiles the personal and professional life and career of country music singer, Taylor Swift, describing her childhood and rise in the entertainment industry.
NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE The #1 New York Times bestselling worldwide sensation with more than 12 million copies sold, “a painfully beautiful first novel that is at once a murder mystery, a coming-of-age narrative
and a celebration of nature” (The New York Times Book Review). For years, rumors of the “Marsh Girl” have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is
found dead, the locals immediately suspect Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But Kya is not what they say. Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived for years alone in the marsh that she calls home, finding friends in the gulls
and lessons in the sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to be touched and loved. When two young men from town become intrigued by her wild beauty, Kya opens herself to a new life—until the unthinkable happens. Where
the Crawdads Sing is at once an exquisite ode to the natural world, a heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a surprising tale of possible murder. Delia Owens reminds us that we are forever shaped by the children we once
were, and that we are all subject to the beautiful and violent secrets that nature keeps.
This is the full story of Taylor Swift's stratospheric rise to fame. Everything dedicated Swift fans needs to know about the pop superstar who's taking over the world. A small-town girl with an incredible talent, and the strength to
realize her dream, Taylor Swift has grown into an award-winning, chart-topping artist and worldwide star, as well as a strong and stylish woman. But how did she get there? And what lies in store for her in the future? From
childhood dreams of a musical future in Pennsylvania, to determined and budding teen musician with a trademark she's stayed faithful to ever since: honest lyrics about real-life events; her fight to be taken seriously in the music
industry, through to the rewards of success and the intense pressure of expectation, Taylor Swift: The Whole Story is a full account of Taylor's incredible journey, with everything you need to know about America's Sweetheart.
This compelling book is packed full of fascinating details revealing the true Taylor - what drives, motivates and moves her, how she overcame the challenges that loomed on the road to fame and how authentic her wholesome
image is, plus the truth about her relationships with Harry Styles, Jake Gyllanhaal and Conor Kennedy and who she's really talking about on her tracks. The full portrait of a girl who could so easily have faded into the
background - but who blossomed in the spotlight into a grounded, graceful and inspiring young woman.
Girl Detective - the Secrets of the Starbucks Lovers
Be More Taylor Swift
Taylor Swift
Lucky
The Taylor Swift Fanbook

An inspiring, true underdog story about a disabled songwriter who sued Taylor Swift for her misrepresentations.
Bring readers along to witness music icon Taylor Swift's rise to fame. Taylor quickly grew from a country star to a global superstar.
Additional features include a Fast Facts spread, critical thinking questions, primary source quotes and accompanying source notes, a phonetic
glossary, an index, and sources for further research.
Taylor Swift: The Platinum Edition gets to the heart of this superstar with albums and singles that head straight to the top of the pop and
country music charts, a shelf full of awards, and millions of fans around the world. Fans looking for Taylor’s complete story should look no
further than this detailed biography, which chronicles her childhood in Pennsylvania where she was teased and bullied, to her early days
trying to land a record deal by personally dropping off demos at Nashville record companies, to the performance that led Taylor to her
current label — and international fame. Includes details on her 2012 album Red and coverage of all her recent romances and adventures in the
spotlight.
A new series of unauthorized biographies on the world's biggest names and rising stars in entertainment, sports, and pop culture! Complete
with quizzes, listicles, trivia, and a full-color pull-out poster of the star, this is the definitive collection to get the full Scoop! and
more on your favorite celebrities. Taylor Swift. Where to begin? • Has made Time's 100 most influential people in the world list. Three
times...so far... • Holds six Guinness book of world Records. Yes, six. • Has won 10 Grammy Awards. Go on... • Oh, and an Emmy! So, what
could possibly be next? Get the full Scoop! and more on Taylor Swift: America's biggest female popstar.
Music Icon
Fame: Taylor Swift
Taylor Swift: The Whole Story
Country Music's American Sweetheart, Includes 6 FREE 8x10 Prints
Taylor Swift for Piano Solo
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Lucky is the story of the American Dream: an epic juxtaposition of glitter and tragedy. Two women- one pop-star, one heiress- are connected through the transcendental nature of time and space. Join
America's favorite pop-star, Rhea Harmonia, as she tumbles down an existential rabbit hole... through American history, Western thinking, math, music, philosophy, and time. Is the American Dream
anything but a nightmare?
Really Easy Piano: Taylor Swift features sheet music for 18 hit songs from the American starlet Taylor Swift. This songbook includes hits such as 22, Everything Has Changed, I Knew You Were Trouble and
many more. Includes these songs: 22Begin AgainChangeCrazierEverything Has ChangedEyes OpenFearlessFifteenI Knew You Were TroubleLove StoryMineRedShould've Said NoTeardrops On My GuitarThe
Story of UsWe Are Never Ever Getting Back TogetherWhite horseYou Belong With Me
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